PRESSURE WINDOW DESIGN
Many variables determine how much uniform pressure a window will withstand before breaking. These range from the window
material, to the geometry of the window, to rate of change in pressure, to the way the window is mounted, to the temperature
differential, to the thermal coefficients of expansion of the window material and the mount material, to the surface finish of the main
window faces and edges—and these are not the only factors.
However, assuming that pressure will be applied uniformly and that the window surface is free from subsurface damage and the
window edge are free of defects, the following simplified models can be used to calculate required widow thickness using just a few
variables:
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= unsupported window radius (for circular windows)
= unsupported window length (for rectangular windows)
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= pressure differential from one side of window to the other
For the case of vacuum windows, standard atmospheric pressure
may be used
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= Safety Factor, a value intended to encompass the many other factors not
included in the model. Values used for safety factor vary.
would be
considered a modest value, sufficient for many applications, although values
from
to
are recommended by different sources.
Advanced Glass Industries advises consulting an engineer to determine what
is required for your application.
= Modulus of Rupture, a value specific to the window material
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Please note that although we offer the above formulas as a reference, we assume no liability for performance failures of goods as designed and specified by our
customers. Advanced Glass Industries excels at manufacturing products to customer specification and does not provide any engineering or design services.
Consider the environment the pressure window will be used in, the chemical and mechanical properties of the material selected, and the desired safety factor when
designing a pressure window. Consult an engineer if you are unsure of the design requirements for your pressure window application.

